Esther Stanhope - The Impact Coach (who gives you extra oomph!)

On International Women’s Day The Impact Guru is
campaigning for women to go for more senior roles.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
08 MARCH 2018 - Esther Stanhope is an international speaker, impact guru and former live BBC producer dedicated to
helping women become more confident and charismatic in business.
“A male junior in a bank will look at a job description and if they believe they can execute around 50% of the criteria on
the job spec, they will take a punt and work on the 50% believing, I can do. But it’s a different story altogether for
women,” says Esther Stanhope.
According to experienced head hunter Maria Aldous, who works closely with Esther, “More senior women, with
materially more experience, will look at that same job spec and think that if they don’t fit more than 70% of the criteria,
there’s no way they will putting themselves forward for it.”
Stanhope and Aldous see the reticence of women to adopt the same confidence as men in applying for roles as a critical
factor in the gender gap at boardroom level. ‘Without an extensive pipeline of career progressing women, bridging the
gap at senior level will continue to be a challenge,’ claims Stanhope.
On International Women’s Day, they challenge business women in the City to step outside their comfort zones and back
their judgment. ‘All too often we hear stories in the major banks and the top tier accountancy firms of male employees
winning promotion, with their female colleagues claiming to be left with the ‘hard work’’ claims Esther Stanhope.
‘Experience tells us that women respond well to mentoring and coaching programmes in building their work based
confidence,’ reports Maria Aldous.
Targeting a 25% increase in the number of prospective female leaders, to recognise International Women’s Day, the
impact Guru is offering a 25% discount to all women enrolling on to the ‘How to get your dream Promotion’ programme
with the code dreampromo25
https://the-impact-guru-academy.thinkific.com/courses/how-to-get-your-dream-promotion.

